
Ohio TechAngel Funds:  Due Diligence “Showstoppers” 
(Last updated October 2014) 

 

BACKGROUND:  In order to not waste entrepreneurs’ valuable time, we use these screening questions to 
cull out those presenters and ventures, preferably before we allow them to present to our Investment 
Screening Committee.  Ideally no ISC pitches would contain any of these flaws which historically have 
resulted in our members’ not approving a deal to enter Due Diligence.  However, we realize that a few of 
them may not be discerned prior to the ISC and only surfaced during the DD process. 
 
The one question that MUST be asked during the prefatory discussions for the ISC is OTAF’s “Alignment 
Question:” 
 
 “If OTAF invests in your company then we will work really hard with you over the next 3 – 5 years so 
that during that timeframe the company can be sold at a price that will provide you personally $3 – 5 million 
after taxes and transaction costs.  Considering that you are about to embark on a journey that will involve 60 
– 80 hour weeks and some missed payrolls, will such an outcome be viewed as acceptable by you and your 
family?” 

 

A.  Founder/CEO/Management Team Issues: 
 
 1)  Expect us to sign an NDA 
 2)  Won’t authorize a personal background check 
 3)  Won’t grant us at least Observation Rights (in those rare cases when OTAF will not   
 have a BOD seat) 
 4)  Founder/CEO has no “skin in the game” (i.e. their investment to date is 100% non-  
 cash) yet they expect to be paid a market salary from our investment. 
 5) Few, if any, Directors are cash investors, or if they have invested cash they are   
  receiving a consulting stipend that exceeds their cash investment (thereby   
 making them “negative investors”) 
 6)  Current CEO lacks the PPC (“Passion, Presence & Conviction”) to make    
 compelling pitches to other funding sources (i.e. not really     
 “presentable/fundable” yet still expects to be CEO). 
 7)  Founder/CEO wants to build the company’s EBITDA and expects to sell to financial   
 versus strategic buyers.  This suggests they might plan on building    
 a “Build To Keep” company instead of a “Sudden Wealth Vehicle” company. 
 8)  The Founder/CEO would rather be CEO than have his/her venture’s success be   
 optimized under someone else’s leadership.  (i.e. Fails “Three R’s Test” below) 
 9)  The team fails our “Trust Momentum Test” (see below) at any point. 

10)  Un-coachable Founder/CEO who does not truly listen to comments, guidance and 
 challenges provided by potential investors.  Note: He/she is not expected to 
 automatically agree with such input, but should step back, internalize the 
 comment, do the appropriate homework, and then provide a response based on 
 facts/evidence.  (CEO’s who won’t listen to investors are not only unlikely to  raise the 
capital they need, but probably won’t listen to customers or the  market.  See the Mouth 
Ear Ratio below.) 

 
B.  Capital Issues:  NOTE:  We should provide the entrepreneur OTAF’s generic term sheet prior to 
the ISC presentation.  Doing so will obviate the need to discuss most of these capital issues. 
 
 1)  Selling unacceptable paper:  common stock or convertible debt (regardless of the   
 equity kicker or conversion discount) 



 2)  Unwieldy Cap Table and/or complex shareholder issues (i.e. investors who are   
 not “Accredited”; or many family members owning a significant position).  Be   
 especially wary of deals that have heretofore engaged in equity crowdfunding.     
 3)  Unacceptable legal structure:  The venture is a spin-out and/or controlled by parent;   
 It is a Subchapter S Corporation (which cannot have LLC shareholders, such as   
 OTAF).  Note:  OTAF only invests in Ohio or Delaware C Corps and not LLCs. 
 4)  “Months to Fumes” = three months or less.  Having less runway at the current burn   
 rate suggests poor planning and/or fiscal mismanagement. 
 5)  Excessive current liabilities plus the presumption that new money will pay out any   
 employees, other investors, or existing creditors 
 6)  Any shareholder has a “fixed ownership percentage of the company forever”   
  arrangement….and actually expects it to be honored by all future investors.    
 (Note:  Pay particular attention to this when a university tech transfer office is   
 involved.) 
 7)  Unrealistic valuation used for the last capital round, so this round must be a down   
 round.  OTAF will only entertain leading down rounds if all the current investors   
 agree to accept any valuation, since they are “tapped out” and some    
 funding at any price is preferable to their BATNA) 
 8)  Bizarre valuation expectations for the current round.  Generally, if they expect >$3   
 MM pre-money for a pre-revenue company, or >$5 MM for their post revenue   
 venture which is still not CFBE, then the valuation gap is simply too wide to be   
 closed via a combination of education and negotiation…..unless an extremely   
 swift exit before the next round is highly likely.  Furthermore, our Ohio angel   
 groups will not participate in such rounds.  Also be wary of acceptable    
 valuations which represent an enormous uptick from the recent friends and   
 family round since our co-investors will balk even if the valuation is within our   
 normal range.  

9) CEO/Founder is unwilling to create a significant option pool to motivate current 
 employees and recruit future employees (10% minimum). 
10)  A fundraising agent/broker is already engaged and will be paid from the proceeds  of this 
round 
11)  The company is using a PPM (Private Placement Memorandum) with terms at great 
 variance with our generic term sheet. 
12)  The common shareholders expect to have Preemptive Rights for the next round  (Even 
though the Preferred shareholders are paying for this right, the common  shareholders 
expect to be given a contractual “free option” to buy into the next  round if they so choose.) 

 13)  The existing co-investors are likely to be “One Check Willies” who have neither the   
 ability nor interest in writing follow-on checks in the next round, even if the   
 venture’s performance meets expectations.  This places too much burden on   
 OTAF to fill out the next round, successfully explaining their non-participation,   
 thereby increasing our financing risk. 
 14)  CFBE (Cash Flow Break Even) cannot be achieved via solely domestic sales (i.e.   
 Success in penetrating foreign markets is essential to achieve an exit, thereby   
 adding an additional layer of risk).  Note: this concern is not applicable to LS   
 medical device ventures pursuing a CE Mark/European sales strategy. 

15)  For deals being led by others, there is an insufficient amount of the round available  for 
OTAF IV.  Ideally we will be allocated at least $400K so some of our DDT and  members can 
make at least a combined $75K in sidecar investments (on top  of OTAF IV’s initial 
$325K). 
 

C.  Exit Issues (in addition to OTAF’s Alignment Question): 
 
 1)  Egregious Financing Risk because too much capital will be needed prior to the exit:   



  A)  For Life Science (LS) ventures:  Clearly we expect that VC funding will be   
 necessary in order to have an M & A exit.  This means we are taking the risk that   
 the CEO can attract VC funding.  If she/he has never done so previously then   
 this is a very grave concern, especially in today’s LS VC  environment. 
  B)  For IT ventures:  Too much capital is generally >$4 MM which means that   
 even with a $1 MM Innovation Ohio Loan Fund/CALF/TIP commitment + $3 MM  
 of angel funding in multiple rounds, VC funding will be mandatory for an exit.    
 Because OTAF must take on this VC funding risk with all our LS ventures, we are   
 quite hesitant to do so for IT start-ups.  In essence we are placing the    
 responsibility for orchestrating a lucrative exit in the hands of VCs we may not   
 know.  Furthermore, their definition of success is to please their LPs which does   
 not suggest they will maximize their return on our mutual investees.  And, if they  
 are coastal VCs we run the risk that they will relocate companies we have   
 spawned here. 
  C)  For any other capital intensive ventures:  Based on our experience, it is quite  
  challenging to syndicate rounds for enterprises that make products and have   
 significant working capital financing needs, let alone capital equipment needs.    
 Such ventures will require VC or strategic funding and if the CEO/team has little   
 experience in raising it then we may fail at filling out the round.  This is why is it   
 essential that prior to the ISC pitch the entrepreneur can express his/her   
 viewpoint regarding the essentiality of VC/strategic funding (or not) prior to a   
 liquidity event. 
 2)  Pre-existing agreements which could cloud the exit (e.g. Strategic partner has a Right  
 of First Refusal; IP Owner/TechTransfer Office or Founder has veto power   
 regarding the sale of the company or licensing the IP;  Overseas sales and   
 marketing and/or IP rights have been sold to in-country funding sources, etc.) 
  3) Too many family members are on the payroll (which might dampen the enthusiasm   
 for a liquidity event due to their likely job loss) 
 4)  Unacceptable answers to questions #4 and #5 of the “Five Questions” below. 
  
D.  Miscellaneous Issues: 
 
 1)  Pending litigation/product warranty/returns problems of any kind 
 2)  Tiny market (i.e. 100% market capture = <$200 MM of annual revenues) 
 3)  IP:  Founder/Inventor refuses to imbed the IP in the company, or there    
 is insufficient time remaining until patent expiry (i.e. under 10 years) 
 4)  VC’s are definitely needed for an exit but are unlikely to fund this company (for any   
 reason other than the CEOs naiveté about VCs). 
 5)  Only financial, not strategic, bidders are likely to have an interest in this venture. 
 6)  The current investors/founders clearly have the capital needed to fund this    
 venture themselves, but say they are still seriously seeking outside capital (so   
 they might just match our deal before we close, thereby wasting our time). 
 7)  The entrepreneur has a history of being litigious. 
 8)  Most of the co-investors are inexperienced and have never suffered previous private   
 equity losses. 
 9)  “Artificial Demand” concerns:  This refers to situations in which a company’s primary  
  demand is driven by legislation, regulatory or governmental budgets and   
 enforcement actions. Were it not for current subsidies, tax abatements, tax   
 incentives, etc. the demand would be significantly less. 
 10)  We should not take political/legislative risks.  The pace, final outcome, and    
 enforcement vigor of any legislation is simply not knowable.  Furthermore,   
 governmental mandates, regulations, and requirements can be     
 changed or not enforced.  (As the cynics say……”Politicians can be bought, but   



 sometimes they won’t stay bought.”  As evidence of governmental    
 dithering, consider the JOBS Act passed in April of 2012 and the subsequent   
 years of obfuscation caused by the SEC’s equivocating about its interpretation.) 
 11)  There is significant exposure to international risk because the core of the    
 programming team or support staff resides in foreign countries subject to   
 upheavals.  What would be the impact if they could not come to work for a few   
 weeks, nor could get green cards to relocate to the US?  
 12)  The primary customer base will be governments, academia, or not for profits (which  
  have historically involved a protracted sales cycle and uncertain funding).  This is  
 not necessarily a fatal flaw but our members are highly skeptical about the   
 length of such sales cycles. 
 13)  DSA concerns:  We must be comfortable that the venture qualifies as an early stage,  
 Ohio-based technology venture which ideally passes the “But For Test”    
 meaning that but for angel financing it would be unlikely to get financing.    
 Historically, “early stage” has been defined as any venture with last month’s   
 revenues of not more than about $100K.  Ohio-based has been interpreted to   
 mean that either over half the FTE’s or assets reside in Ohio. 
 

The Three R’s Test 
 
When the CEO is the Founder and inventor we should ask this question:  “Presume your venture becomes 
an extremely profitable, well known and broadly admired company.  However, for you personally you can 
only have one of the following three outcomes to the exclusion of the other two.  Which one would you pick?” 
 
 1)  You will reign…….i.e. you will remain as CEO……or 
 2)  You will be revered…….i.e. despite not being CEO everyone will hold you in high regard for 
the ingenuity of your idea/invention…….or 
 3)  You will be rich……..i.e. you made $3 – 5 million in 3 – 5 years per OTAF’s Alignment 
Question. 
 
Obviously the preferred answer is #3.  However, some physicians would rather win the respect of their 
peers for a new device than have a large pay day.  Likewise, some researchers/scientists may prefer to 
see their idea become widely adopted instead of maximizing the money they make from it (due to their 
tenured status).  In these cases a CEO to drive the exit must be recruited.  We should avoid entrepreneurs 
who pick answer #1. 
 

The Mouth Ear Ratio (MER) 
 

Over the last eleven years we have sensed that the preponderance of entrepreneurs seeking to pitch to 
our Investment Screening Committee are honestly seeking confirmation and not information.  This 
means they really want confirmation that their baby (i.e. idea) is beautiful more than they want to hear 
how to make it more beautiful, let alone discuss any blemishes.  One frequent tip-off during our 
discussions is the ratio between how much they use their mouth versus their ears.  Think a crocodile 
versus an elephant.  Another tip-off is the extent to which they take notes during our discussions.  If they 
walk away without any notes we should question their sincerity in accepting our advice.   
 

The Trust Momentum Test (TMT) Question 
 
It is easy to be impressed by a CEO and team in the first meeting or two.  However, obviously many 
meetings will occur prior to the DDT’s making an investment recommendation to our members, and then 
we will be working with the team for several years.  Therefore, immediately after each meeting or 
interaction with the CEO and team, the DDT should make a point of asking whether our trust has 
increased, peaked or already started to wane.  



 
OTAF’s Five Questions 

 
Prior to expending any due diligence effort we should ask ourselves these five questions: 
 
Question #1:  What does this venture have to “look like” in order to attract multiple strategic cash 
bidders anxious to win the auction?  Obviously this varies by industry, but can include metrics such as 
specific marquee or strategic customers, number of customers, channel partners, preferential supplier 
contracts, installed base, complementary product fit, critical IP, outstanding team, unique business 
processes, revenues, recurring revenue stream, EBITDA, etc.  We should always think in terms of what 
the company will have to look like to be alluring to strategic bidders (not financial bidders).  Optimizing 
capital efficiency requires focusing on building buyers  value and not mere shareholders value.  
 
Question #2:  What is the total amount of capital (both dilutive and non-dilutive) which must be raised 
from whom (government grants/angels/VC’s/strategic partners) in order to get the venture to look like 
that? 
 
Question #3:  If this amount of capital is actually raised, can this CEO/team attract the talent needed to 
grow the company to look like that? 
 
Question #4:   And if they do so, and a reasonable purchase offer does arrive, will this CEO/management 
team actually take it? 
 
Question #5:  And if we presume they will not, then can we rely on the Board to convince them to do so? 
 
Why should we ask ourselves these five questions?  Because if we are not comfortable with the answers 
to #4 and #5 then ever reaping a satisfying exit is highly unlikely.  We will have squandered valuable time 
and effort which could have been devoted to entrepreneurs truly dedicated to orchestrating lucrative 
liquidity events for themselves and their investors. 
 

 


